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About us

BrainLit is a health technology company first-and-foremost, that focuses on light to deliver 
significant health and wellbeing improvements.  

Our business is about solving a very common problem – we don’t get enough daylight. 
Standard indoor lighting does not meet our light exposure needs, which significantly affects 
our health.   

With Biocentric lighting, we deliver the same benefits of proper daylight exposure, indoors. 
Biocentric lighting is a self-learning system leveraging LED luminaires, light control systems, 
UI, sensors and light recipes to optimally mimic the solar day. With our light solutions, 
customers experience better sleep, increased performance and faster recovery – all pillars 
of good health. 

The company was founded in Lund in 2012 by Tord Wingren, one of the inventors of Bluetooth 
technology. Headquartered in Lund, Sweden, BrainLit has a North American subsidiary with 
offices in New York.

Light for health 
and well-being.



We bring 
daylight 
indoors.
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Circadian rhythms are the result of an 
adaptation to earth’s rotation applying a 
24-hour structure on bodily physiology. Your 
circadian rhythm regulates your sleep, body 
temperature, metabolism and the production 
of hormones. Many factors impact and are 
affected by our circadian rhythm, such as 
food intake, excercise and sleep. 

A synchronized circadian rhythm is a vital 
piece of the puzzle that helps your body’s 
internal mechanisms function properly. 

Sleep cycles are directly linked to our 
circadian rhythm. Research shows that light 
can correct a disturbed circadian rhythm. 
Blue light has a direct alerting effect - 
especially blue-enriched light in the morning 
stabilizes the circadian rhythm. 

What are circadian 
rhythms, and why do 
they affect our health?



The problem: We don’t get enough daylight.
Our modern 24-hour society 
and working conditions are 
often in conflict with our intrinsic 
photobiology, and on average 
we spend 90% of our time 
indoors. This leads to a lacking 
synchronization with daylight, as 
traditional indoor lighting does not 
have the necessary properties to 
entrain the circadian rhythm.  

The level of light we are exposed to 
also varies in every environment.

For example, a sunny day outside might give 
100,000 lux, a cloudy day 10,000 lux, whereas 
indoor lighting commonly only provides 300 
lux illuminance. Additionally, outside light 
shows a wide spectrum of colors while indoor 
lighting such as incandescent, fluorescent 
or halogen light sources only provide a 
limited color spectrum and are lacking in the 
blue wavelengths important for circadian 
entrainment. 

Unnatural exposure to light is 
common at night.

A typical evening light environment at home 
provides around 20 lux m-EDI. An increase 
to 50 lux m-EDI, which the use of a laptop 
or phone may provide12, might cause a 
sleep delay by 1.5 hours if you are exposed 
to regular office lighting during the day.  In 
contrast, using BCL light (m500) during the 
day, that sleep time delay would be reduced by 
40%. 

Modern habits limits our  
access to daylight.

Working hours and social life patterns are 
often separated from the solar day. Our habits 
also vary which directly affects our sleeping 
schedules. This creates a conflict with our 
body’s circadian rhythm.

Several factors of our modern lifestyle can 
disrupt the circadian rhythm with negative 
health consequences, and they are often 
overlooked: 

• Too little daylight to synchronize  
with the solar day
• Unnatural light exposure  
outside the solar day
• Our social rhythm is out of sync  
with the solar day
• Our social rhythm varies  
(shift work, late night out etc) 

Circadian misalignment is associated with short 
and long term health consequences. These 
include failure to process information, loss 
of attention, immune suppression, increased 
risk of infection and cancer, cardiovascular 
dysfunction and memory impairment. 

About us
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Instant and long-lasting benefits

The effects of light are prominent even after 
leaving a light environment. This means that 
even if you travel or spend time away from 
the light, if you normally spend your days in 
Biocentric lighting, you will not be as affected 
by these changes as you otherwise would.

Strong circadian impact light during the day, 
means less circadian disruption caused by 
blue light exposure from evening screen 
time. So in addition to supporting a balanced 
circadian rhythm, Biocentric lighting also helps 
you protect yourself against poor light. 

Key benefits 

• Improved mood
• Better sleep
• Improved alertness
• Better cognitive function

Biocentric lighting helps restore and 
sustain your natural circadian rhythm.

About us

Biocentric lighting 
considers the most 
important aspects of 
daylight throughout 
the 24-hour cycle and 
dynamically changes 
over the course of the 
day. It is designed to 
address the visual, 
emotional and biological 
aspects of light.



Reclaim 
your rhythm.
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Biocentric lighting 
is fundamentally 
designed from the deep 
understanding of the 
circadian system in human 
beings by our scientific 
board, with professors in 
medicine, environmental 
psychology, psychiatry 
and physics as prominent 
members. 

Each member is in place 
to ensure that BrainLit 
continues to reflect the 
latest research and 
understanding of human 
physiology.

Chairman of the Scientific Board
PhD. Consultant and Associate  
Professor at the Gastro Clinic at 
Skåne University Hospital.

Member of the Scientific Board
PhD. Professor of Environmental 
Psychology at the Department of 
Architecture and Built Environment, 
Lund University.

Member of the Scientific Board
PhD. Professor of Semiconductor 
Electronics at Lund University. 
Awarded the “Einstein 
Professorship” by the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences. 
Appointed Fellow of the American 
Physical Society.

Member of the Scientific Board
PhD. Ophthalmologist. 
Former senior consultant at Skåne 
University Hospital. 
Head of private ophthalmology 
clinic Sundets Ögonläkare.

Founder, Head of Strategy  
& Head of Sales EU
M.Sc Electrical Engineering.

Validated by 
science.

About us

Klas Sjöberg

Thorbjörn Laike

Lars Samuelson

Madeleine Selvander

Tord Wingren



Science never sleeps, research goes on all day, every day. 
Thus a science based company like BrainLit must always 
keep up with the latest scientific findings, or risk becoming 
obsolete. For this reason, since the company was founded, 
it has developed its product around the advice provided 
by its scientific advisory board, tasked with keeping 
management updated and finding new ways to implement 
the technology.

Madeleine Selvander is one of the members of the scientific 
advisory board. As an ophthalmologist and former eye 
surgeon, she literally knows the workings of the human 
eye from the inside out. Not to mention how it is affected 
by light and what impact this in turn has on the rest of our 
biology.

– BrainLit’s technology is based on two different aspects 
of science. On the one hand, the technological base 
of LED lights, optics and nano technology to produce 
short wavelength light and recreate daylight conditions 
indoors. On the other hand, how our bodies react to the 
light gathered in our eyes, and our ability to analyse this, 
explains Madeleine Selvander.

Less than 20 years ago a new kind of photoreceptor cell 
was discovered in the human eye. The ipRGCs cell is a 
special type of ganglion cell found in a deeper level of the 
retina than the rods and cones. This type of cell reacts 
to blue wavelength light, around 480 nm, and control our 
circadian rhythm.

Adapting to individual chronotypes
– Indoor luminaires, for example lightbulbs, halogen 
lights and fluorescents, produce very little light with these 
wavelengths. When we lack this stimulus, we lose our 
sense of day or night. A day and a night equals 24 hours, 
but most people have a circadian rhythm slightly longer 
than 24 hours, so we need the light to set our rhythm or it 
will start lagging. For office workers, this means that they 
become evening persons, but still have to get up early 
in the morning and suffer from sleep deprivation, says 
Madeleine Selvander.

– We investigate scientific research that may become 
relevant for BrainLit and discuss new ways to implement 
scientific findings. This is the foundation of BrainLit’s 
technological vision; providing indoor light with the quality 
of natural outdoors light and thus resetting our circadian 
rhythms instead of letting workplace conditions gradually 

wear us down. For Madeleine Selvander, who is not only an 
ophthalmologist but also has an engineering background, 
her first contact with BrainLit seemed determined by fate.

– I met Peter K Andersson, who was then the CEO of 
BrainLit, and he mentioned something about light and 
how it affects us. To be honest, I was very skeptical, but 
also intrigued and curious. If I was unaware of this, the 
same had to be true for many others as well. So I became 
persistent in telling them they needed help from someone 
younger – and maybe from a woman, she laughs.

Today, she is one of the experts of the scientific advisory 
board. Klas Sjöberg, chief physician of gastroenterology 
at the world renowned University of Lund is the chairman 
and summons the board every six weeks. The other 
members are Thorbjörn Laike, professor of environmental 
psychology, Lars Samuelsson, professor of semiconductor 
electronics and Tord Wingren, the founder of BrainLit, who 
contributes in all areas from his unique perspective and 
vision.

Aligning research and technology
– We investigate scientific research that may become 
relevant for BrainLit and discuss new ways to implement 
scientific findings. Often BrainLit has technological 
solutions that may be used in research, but no one has 
yet done that research. For instance, BrainLit has the 
patent and the technological solution for personalized light 
conditions, but the research on how personalized light 
differs from standard light is currently quite limited. This is 
mostly due to the problem of the individual variations and 
the challenge to get accurate data of the actual light they 
are exposed to, says Madeleine Selvander

Sometimes the technology is ahead of the science. In 
this case the scientific advisory board acknowledge the 
possibility to accelerate research by offering researchers 
the use of BrainLit’s technology to get more accurate data. 
But despite the wide areas of expertise gathered in the 
board, there are still subjects that need further exploration.

– We will invite experts in chronobiology and how our biology 
is affected by the circadian rhythm and BioCentric Lighting. 
Together, we have a more than basic understanding of the 
functions, but to have access to truly deep knowledge of 
this intricate relationship… That would be so interesting! 
Madeleine Selvander concludes.

- We investigate scientific 
research that may become 
relevant for BrainLit and 
discuss new ways to implement 
scientific findings.

Madeleine Selvander
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Biocentric lighting (BCL) is built with 
many years of experience and a focus 
on circadian rhythm and health aspects 
at its core. Everything from luminaire 
to light design and control system, is 
designed with circadian effective light in 
mind. The luminaires are optimized for a 
large tunability in circadian effect. Light 
design is meticulously done to ensure 
that the prescribed M-EDI levels are met. 
Light recipes are inspired by the latest 
science and adapted to the user group to 
not only meet, but also exceed existing 
standards. All light recipes are developed 
with a chronobiological simulation model, 
to ensure optimal circadian entrainment. 
In addition, care is taken to create 
dynamic, welcoming and interesting light 
environments - daylight indoors. The 
Biocentric lighting system is protected by 
foundational patents.

BCL or HCL -  
What is the difference?

HCL is a vaguely defined term.  
Sometimes HCL systems are merely 
aesthetics, a standard lighting system with 
a color temperature varying throughout the 
day. Sometimes the systems are designed 
to adhere to one of the aspiring standards 
of circadian light, but it may be unclear if 
this is indeed controlled all the way from 
design to application. This makes it difficult 
to assess the effectiveness and choose the 
right product. In contrast, Biocentric light 
guarantees circadian effective light levels to 
the user. 



Fulfills: emotional and visual needs
 
Health impact design base:  
visual qualities
 
Recipe: varying color from dawn till dusk
 
Design target: resembling variation of 
natural daylight from visual standpoint
 
Application design: generic recipe and 
visual light design
 
Circadian impact: not always specified
 
Deployment: tedious and costly installation 
and commissioning
 
Platform: generic building/lighting 
automation HW and SW

Fulfills: circadian, emotional and visual 
needs

Health impact design base:  
circadian qualities

Recipe: tailored variation of circadian 
impact to achieve specific results for 
individuals around the clock

Design target: support and strengthen 
circadian rhythm based on individual 
circumstances 

Application design: visual, circadian 
and emotional light design specific to the 
application 

Circadian impact: specified mEDI 
variation over time 

Deployment: preconfigured plug-n-play 
     
Platform: developed specifically to deliver 
Biocentric lighting 

BCLHCL
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Our solutions
We deliver healthy and safe environments using light. Our 
solutions can be used for instant sanitary purposes or to support 
long term health and wellbeing.

Our solutions

Biocentric lighting
With Biocentric lighting (BCL), we bring 
daylight indoors. Whether you are a global 
enterprise or a small organisation, we 
offer a solution to fit your needs.

With disinfection lighting using UV-C, 
we can quickly, safely and automatically 
disinfect both air and surfaces to create 
a safe and healthy environment.

Disinfection lighting



Disinfection lighting

With the UVen solution, unoccupied 
areas are exposed to UV-C light for 

disinfection.

Our solutions

The world we live in is uncertain 
and the recent pandemic has 
highlighted the fact that viruses 
and bacteria can live both in the 
air and on surfaces and thereby 
spread and affect our health. 
As we learn to live with these 
infection outbreaks there is de-
mand for an efficient way to 
disinfect frequently visited public 
spaces to protect people from 
harmful patogens. We have 
developed a unique system that 
uses UV-C lighting to quickly, 
safely and automatically disinfect 
both air and surfaces to create a 
safe and healthy environment.

UVen

Biocentric lighting

Customized Sets Free-standing

Customized solutions 
from BrainLit are 
designed according 
to your needs and 
requirements. The 
lighting design is 
adapted to the 
surroundings and each 
solution comes with 
unique light recipes for 
the users.

With our sets you will 
get Biocentric lighting 
for a specific space 
or an entire room. 
The sets contain light 
recipes customized for 
the users. In addition, 
the sets are easy to 
expand and easy to 
install.

Our free-standing 
solution Alven makes 
healthy lighting 
available wherever you 
need it. Simply plug it 
in and enjoy the light, 
or use the app to give 
yourself a boost.

Visit brainlit.com  
to read more.
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Our segments
BrainLit’s solutions can deliver measurable organizational 
improvements to a variety of segments – including office, 
education, healthcare and sports environments.

Our segments
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Traditional office lighting does not support our physiological needs. The importance of office 
lighting is crucial for employee well-being, productivity and comfort. With healthier lighting, staff 
members feel better, see higher levels of concentration and find it easier to focus on tasks. Proper 
lighting ergonomics reduce tension in eyes, neck, and shoulders, and has been shown to ease 
headaches for some of our customers. Getting the right type of light at the right time of day is also 
vital to support your sleep schedule.

Balancing training, work 
commitments, family and 
personal life is a difficult 
challenge for an elite athlete. 
Many times sleep is sacrificed 
to meet all their expectations. 
However, sleep deprivation 
can have several negative 
effects on performance. A 
greater risk of sports injuries 
has been linked to insufficient 
sleep. Good sleep, and even 
sleep extension, can deliver 
performance improvements, 
which Biocentric lighting helps 
deliver. 

Office

With Biocentric lighting solutions, the light can be adapted to different  
activities throughout the day, for conference rooms and meetings.

In elite sports, frequent travel and schedule changes 
can affect performance. Ensure high performance 
regardless of time or place with Biocentric lighting.

Sports



Patients are usually indoors 24 hours a day, and staff 
within healthcare work long hours, often in shifts. 
These factors have negative effects on sleep. It is well 
known that sleep quality among patients in hospitals is 
affected  by factors such as discomfort, anxiety, noise, 
inappropriate light exposure, and pain. A good night’s 
sleep is vital for recovery and well-being, but also to 
maintain alertness at work. With Biocentric lighing, 
the environment becomes more comfortable whilst 
promoting circadian alignment with multiple health 
benefits.  

Biocentric lighting helps ensure 
a stable and regular sleep cycle, 
so that your healthcare facility  
promotes faster recovery.

Healthcare
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Kids and adolescents often struggle with a delayed circadian 
rhythm, impacting their sleep and development. Studies show 
that this can be alleviated by receiving a healthy amount of 
light during the day. Variable lighting also helps teachers 
achieve learning outcomes with lighting that supports specific 
tasks, such as calculus, quiet reading or group work. With 
BrainLit ready-made classroom sets, you can create a 
Biocentric lighting environment for the students and teachers 
in the class room.

Improve student test results, promote creativity 
and productivity for students and teachers with  
Biocentric lighting.

Education

Our segments
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Our customers
From healthcare, to sports, to office spaces and much more.  
We help our customers find the right solution according to 
business needs, as well as design custom made light recipes.  
Read our customer cases by visiting brainlit.com.



Malmö Redhawks Grand Hotel Lund Helsingborg Hospital

Kunskapspartner

Cosmodent

Ilves Hockey Tappara Hockey
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• Secure a regular and stable circadian rhythm
• Benefit from the light even when you’re away
• Maintain high long term vitality despite changes  

to schedules
• Entrain your sleep to the working day after just 2 weeks in 

Biocentric lighting*

As reported by team members from hockey clubs using Biocentric lighting.

7% better sleep quality
12% higher alertness level

Our customers

Benefits for people

*In an average Biocentric lighting environment with BCL m500.

• Reduce staff sick absence*
• Improve employee productivity
• Reduce risk of injury at work 
• Support faster recovery and fall prevention within 

healthcare facilities and long-term stay

Benefits for businesses

*As reported by BrainLit customers.
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–Working at Crunchfish is intense 
right now. 

I sleep less than normal as there is so much 
to do. BioCentric Lighting keeps me alert 
during the workdays, and in the evenings, 
it helps me to quickly fall asleep. Then I 
wake up feeling rested, ready to take on 
another day. Those focused morning hours 
keep me ahead of the game, CEO Joachim 
Samuelsson explains.
 
One third of the area is occupied by 
Crunchfish itself. This has been fully 
equipped with Biocentric lighting, but it is 
also one of the first installations to utilize the 
free-standing Alven solution. The Biocentric 
lighting system is also installed in the open 
shared area and in the office of Pej, one of 
the other tenants at The Penthouse, where 
Joachim Samuelsson was an early investor 
and serves as a member of the board.

A healthier work environment.

-You would previously feel your mind 
starting to slack during the afternoon, says 
Samuelsson. You kept looking at your watch 
and wondering when it was time to go home. 
Since we installed Biocentric lighting, that 
doesn’t happen anymore. Now, our office 
space is like one big dynamic light shower. 
We are all much more alert and feel better. 
The slightly increased monthly rent is well 
worth being more efficient and healthier.

– Now, our office space is 
like one big dynamic light 
shower. We are all much 
more alert and feel better.

Joachim Samuelsson, CEO Crunchfish

The Crunchfish office is situated in the thriving old 
harbor area of Malmö, in the Media Evolution City 
building, a modern co-working space established 
in 2012 in an old factory building. The 1,100 
square meter office is branded The Penthouse and 
spans the entire 4th floor. Crunchfish sublets parts 
of the space to five other tenants.
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